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Records Management: Issues
about ARCS and ORCS and the
British Columbia
Government Experience

T his two-day workshop, offered by Susan Hart,
Archivist, B.C. Information Management Serv-
ices, and Mary McIntosh, Records Analyst, B.C.

Ministry of Health, took place on March 10 and 11, 1997 at
Yukon College. There were thirty-six participants, four from
the federal government, one from a first nation, six from
municipalities, college and hospital, and twenty-five from
the Yukon Government.

The  goal of the workshop was to “help build a vision of a
records management community…by discussing the issues
surrounding development and implementation of records
schedules in government, and the roles of records creators,
records analysts and archivists.”

Throughout the workshop, Susan and Mary took turns
making presentations. On the first day they discussed the
B.C. record keeping context, the ARCS (Administrative
Records Classification Systems) and ORCS (Operational
Records Classification Systems) structure and content , and
considerations and first steps toward a new records manage-
ment system in an institution.

The second day was devoted specifically to the develop-
ment and implementation of an ORCS. An exercise on how
to organize eight drawers full of alphabetically listed files
gave us an idea of how to approach the classification of a
complex set of records. Another exercise focused on devel-
oping primaries given a list of titled records series and
locations. The idea was to identify the different functions
reflected in the series and create primaries based on these
functions.

Mary McIntosh and Susan Hart, instructors at the ARCS/ORCS
workshop, March 10-11, 1997. Photo: Susan Hart

In my view the workshop was very useful. It gave me the
opportunity to learn from people who have “been there”
and have a great deal of knowledge and experience to share.

I regretted not being able to spend more time with Susan
and Mary and asking some specific questions we face in day-
to-day records management in the Yukon context.

The number of participants in this workshop shows not
only that there are many of us working in the records
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YCA Annual General Meeting

The YCA Annual General Meeting is scheduled for June 18
at 5:30 at the Whitehorse Public Library Meeting Room
#1. All members are encouraged to attend. Refreshments
will be served.
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Dawson City Museum
Archives Background

T he Yukon’s first museum was established in
Dawson in 1901 with the local library. During the
early 1950s local residents organized a museum in

the old firehall on Front Street. A fire in 1959 destroyed
both the structure and the contents. After collecting more
material, the Dawson City Museum and Historical Society
reopened the doors of the Old Territorial Building in 1962
as the community museum. Housing an archives, public
research room, and the largest artifact collection in the
territory, the Dawson City Museum and Archives continues
to grow.

The assistance of the Yukon Council of Archives and the
Canada Council of Archives has been invaluable to our
museum and its archival collections. Looking back over the
past seven years, we have completed twenty-one archival
projects mainly dealing with photographic collections.

The Photo Finding Aid has allowed over 5,000 photo-
graphs to be made available to the public. We have fifteen
finding aids accessing several collections held within
Dawson Museum Archives including manuscripts, textual
records and corporate collections, allowing researchers easier
access to the information held in the archives. The textual
collection, ledger collection and the photograph collection
are now properly supported and enclosed in acid free mate-
rial, thanks to the financial support of the Canadian Council
of Archives.

In addition, the Dawson City Museum has run special
projects on conservation including a Care of Photographs
workshop given by Brian Thurgood of NAC and an Entry
Level Photograph Workshop by Barb Hogan.
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Special Projects

Archives Project Title Funds
Yukon Archives Yukon Archives $6,000.00

Archival Advisor
Project

Total $6,000.00

Cheques for successful applicants should be ready by the
end of May and will be forwarded to applicants having
fulfilled all reporting requirements for their 1996/97 project.
Cheques may also be delivered by local Members of Parlia-
ment, a process which could take a little longer, perhaps
until mid-June.

Please note that cheques intended to applicants which
have not complied with reporting requirements will be
withheld until July 1, 1997. After this date grants will be
revoked if the association or the institution which was to
benefit from the grant did not comply with all reporting
requirements for its 1996/97 project.

Anyone interested in working on any of these grants
should apply directly to the specified archives.

Canadian Council of
Archives, 1997/98 Funding

Four organizations, including the Yukon Council of Ar-
chives, received funding from the Canadian Council of
Archives (cca) for the 1997/98 fiscal period. The funding is
for projects under the following cca Cost Shared Coopera-
tive Programs: Control of Holdings, Conservation Plan for
Canadian Archival Records, Professional Development and
Training, and Special Projects.

The total amount awarded to the Yukon is $55,444. The
breakdown of the amounts awarded by program is detailed
below:

Control of Holdings Program

Archives Project Title Funds
Teslin Tlingit Organization of Teslin $6,336.50
First Nation Tlingit First Nation
Archives Textual Records
Yukon Archives Creation/Conversion of $11,004.00

Gov’t Records to rad
Descriptions

Dawson City Dawson City Museum $7,436.00
Museum Archives Textual
Archives Records

Total $24,776.50

CPCAR Preservation Management

Archives Project Title Funds
Dawson City Reformatting Dawson $8,580.00
Museum City Museum Photo-
Archives graph Collection
Yukon Archives Preservation Assess- $6,016.00

ment: Audio/Visual
Records

Yukon Archives Conservation treat- $6,046.00
ment of items iden-
tified in Preservation
Plans

Total $20,642.00

Professional Development and Training
Cooperative Program

Archives Project Title Funds
Yukon Council yca Workshop/ $4,025.50
of Archives Course Participation

Total $4,025.50

Grants Committee reviewing 1997/98 grant applications; (l to r)
Clara Rutherford, Tip Evans, Barb Hogan and Lesley Buchan.
Photo: Yukon Council of Archives
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AUTOMATION AND ARCHIVES
(A fuzzy, hung over view of a
deluxe presentation by Bill
Purver)

T he details were overwhelming!  All you ever
wanted to know about databases – forming them,
products or “outputs”, database records, database

fields, database structure.  And then there were standards –
data content standards, data structure standard, data value
standard.  (Oh why, oh why, did I have that extra glass or
two of wine last night! Maybe I might have absorbed more
of these details or concentrated more without this pounding
in my head.)

Next came the design requirements for archival descrip-
tive databases. (Thank goodness!  I can just write this down
– don’t have to think or understand).

1. textual in nature: want unlimited lengths of fields

2. all text fields should be searchable (should be able to
index all fields; should be possible to group different
fields for search purposes)

3.  should be possible to link database records to external
files for viewing (e.g., digital view of a photo, full text
of a finding aid)

4. should be flexible

Barb Hogan, Dawson City Museum, surfing the net! Automation
and Archives workshop. Photo: Yukon Council of Archives

5. satisfies requirements for access points (use authority
file with descriptive data base)

6. needs to show information in context (provenance
linked to creator, original order)

Next there were the types of databases (I may be getting
away with this - no one seems to notice that I’m green
around the gills or am having trouble keeping my head up.
Write! Just keep recording all this valuable info!)

1. flat filedata base.  These are easy to structure, have a
good report preparation function, but sometimes
difficult to show context.  In order to show context
each record has to include part of field to show
linkage, description of level field, and numbering of
level indicator. With this type of database you have to
use linking fields, descriptive fields, or access points.
Example:  InMagic; like a Rolladex – can only get one
record at a time, though can sort.

2.  relational database.  These can provide linkages
between different tables; the information is entered
once and automatically moved.  It has an inheritance
capability - it can automatically inherit data from one
table to another - the data only has to be entered once.
Example: gencat, Microsoft Access.

Uh, oh. What is this “sgml”?  I must have dozed just
momentarily. Determining coding? Does this make sense?
And then there was ead (encoding archival description).

Bill Purver, Automation and Archives workshop, January 18,
1997. Photo: Yukon Council of Archives
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Everything is getting more confusing.  It sounds like this is
marc independent, can be shared with both U.S. & Cana-
dian descriptive standards, is done at full finding aid level
and can be searched by fields. Oh well, maybe the readers
can decipher this.

Great, the lights are going off.  Now I can close my eyes
for just a moment.  Zzzz!  Argh – you mean now we actu-
ally have to use the computer!  No reprieve for me, I guess.

Hey, this is wonderful!  I actually found some interest-
ing things.  Consult the British Columbia Archival Re-
sources website at http://www.harbour.com/aabc/
bcarch.html.  It contains a guide to archival repositories in
B.C., the B.C. Archival Union List, B.C. Archives sites and
other resources, and virtual exhibits at B.C. Archives.

i survived!!!!!  Now all I need is an aspirin or two, and
lots of water!

XXX (Name withheld by request)

management field, but also that there is an keen interest in
training of this kind. It is necessary to learn about many
aspects of records management in order to keep up with
ever-increasing number and complexity of records in gov-
ernment offices.

This workshop served to bring records keeping people
together, and perhaps will help us “build a vision of a
records management community” suited to our specific
Yukon situation. It’s not going to be easy, though.

“There is nothing more difficult to plan, more doubtful of
success, nor more dangerous to manage than the creation of
a new system. For the initiator has the enmity of all who
would profit by the preservation of the old institution and
merely lukewarm defenders in those who would gain by the
new one.” Niccolo Machiavelli, The Prince, 1513 (borrowed
from Mary McIntosh’s presentation).

Financial assistance to partially fund this workshop was
made available by the National Achives of Canada and the
Canadian Council of Archives.

Fay Tangermann

Member Profile: Murray
Lundberg

Murray Lundberg has always been fascinated
by both the history and the natural won
ders of North America’s “West” and

“North.” In 1976, he spent seven months working under-

ground at the Granduc copper mine at Stewart, in British
Columbia’s northwest, whetting his appetite for both
mining and the Northern lifestyle. Returning south, he
worked as a tractor-trailer driver in the Fraser Valley
through the 1980s; during that time, he became an anti-
clearcut-logging activist, as well as serving on the Boards of
several Museums and Historical Associations, and writing
trail guides and mining histories of the Chilliwack River
Valley (never published).

In 1985, he flew his little Cessna to the Yukon and
Northwest Territories, and fell in love with the country; five
years later, he quit his job in Langley and moved to
Whitehorse as a tour bus driver, on routes running from
Skagway to Anchorage to Inuvik. This gave him the
unexcelled opportunity to see the North (at least the part
that has roads) in great detail, and to learn much about the
history of the country.

For the past two years, Murray has worked as a Page at
the Yukon Archives, as well as doing historic research on his
own. In January this year, he self-published a local mining
history, Fractured Veins & Broken Dreams: Montana Moun-
tain and the Windy Arm Stampede, and his new company,
Pathfinder Publications, has now taken on the publication
of a novel based on a woman’s experiences on the Canol
Pipeline Project in 1943. Pathfinder also has recently set up
a large “Northern Research” www link site, at http://
www.enet.ca /pathfinder/

Living in Whitehorse with his wife and two children
during the week now,  most weekends are spent at a 50-
year-old cabin at the foot of Montana Mountain, overlook-
ing Lake Bennett.

Continued from page 1

Photo: Murray Lundberg
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given either in the form of  CCA grant application advice
and assistance, advice on archival theory and practice,
suggestions, follow-up information and resource material
provided. In one case, the visit to the community was to
determine why the organization remained in delinquency
status and to help them understand their options.

The needs and archival knowledge of the organizations
varied. Most of the First Nations are interested in learning
how to better care for their historical records; however,
settling their land claims has obviously been a first priority.
All of the First Nations whom we contacted are very eager
to initiate or further develop an archival and/or records
management program.

The needs of the historical societies and museums also
vary. Each group has specific concerns and issues to address.
However, the historical societies and museums in the
communities (with one exception) are not open during the
winter, and site visits were not appropriate or possible in all
but two cases.

What worked? What did not?

First Nations and other organizations were very interested
in this project, and in knowing about the Yukon Council of
Archives and Canadian Council of Archives. It was very
gratifying to be a welcome visitor to and contact person for
the organizations. On several occasions, people phoned
asking for more information about the program and follow-
up information from site visits.

All the people contacted expressed their desire to have
more training. The First Nations want basic introductory
training in archives that also encompasses records manage-
ment theory. The museums and historical societies are
interested in training on Rules for Archival Description
(RAD), basic archival theory and practice, and assistance
with storage and handling procedures.

Time was an important consideration. There was not
sufficient time to contact each organization after the first
introductory letter was sent.

Suggestions for the future

1. How to Organize Your First Nations Archives should be
completed, and a document compiled that focuses on
non-First Nations organizations.

2. The organizations expressed interest in applying for
funding to either initiate or expand on archival
programs. For those that have never before applied for
funding, or who would like more assistance in
applying for funding, it would be beneficial to provide
more grantsmanship training.

3. There should be more contact and coordination with

YUKON ARCHIVAL ADVISOR
PROGRAM: FINAL REPORT

The Yukon Archival Advisor Program was a  pilot project
jointly funded by the National Archives  of Canada, the
Canadian Council of Archives, and the Yukon Archives.
Jody Cox and Lesley Buchan were hired to split the duties
of Archival Advisor. Lesley oversaw the training and pro-
vided the grants advisory service and Jody carried out the
weekly contact with organizations and went on the site
visits.  The first phase of the project entailed contacting
relevant organizations, compiling the background material
about these organizations and preparing summaries of this
information. There were several steps taken to accomplish
this:

1. The advisors needed to be aware of the specific
situations of each organization and so a document
was prepared that summarized which organizations
had received CCA funding and when. Resource
material was then compiled that was specific to each
organization in view of its particular situation;

2. An introductory notice was sent to all First Nations,
museums, historical societies, and other organizations
to advertise the existence and nature of the archival
advisory service.  It was necessary  to follow-up this
notice to ensure that it had landed on the desk of the
person most likely to be interested in it.

3. A log was maintained during the project to document
all contact with the organizations, to summarize what
was done for them, and what issues were raised.

Contact with the organizations

Regular office hours were provided each Friday morning
from 8:30 - 12:30 and an answering machine was used to
take messages at all other times. The Yukon Archives took
urgent messages for the project.

Site visits were made to six First Nations and CYFN to
either explain the purpose of the advisory program, to give
on-site assistance and suggestions, to provide resource
material, and, in two cases, to get them on track so that
their delinquency status with the CCA could be removed.
The Teslin Tlingit Council also received assistance with
their CCA grant application.  A draft document entitled
How to Organize Your First Nations Archives was written and
will be completed in phase 2 of the project. Preparing this
document was a good way to briefly describe what an
archives is, and how the First Nations can approach and
cope with their masses of records, which, for the most part,
are stored in their administration buildings or outbuildings.

Site visits were made to three of the ten museums, histori-
cal societies and other organizations contacted. Help was
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A Finding Aid for this photograph collection is in the
process of being prepared. Using rad consistent standards,
all collection data is being integrated into our existing
computerized photograph records. Data collected regarding
collection history and significance, and the format, condi-
tion and content of each image will also be recorded. The
album pages will be transferred into acid free envelopes and
a retrieval system created. A finding aid will make this
valuable collection readily accessible to the public and
researchers.

This project has been made possible by financial assistance
from the federal government through the National Archives
of Canada and the Canadian Council of Archives.

Daintry Chapppell
MacBride Museum

Howard L. Shadwell
Collection is Processed at
MacBride Museum

T he Shadwell collection was donated to MacBride
Museum in 1990 by Howard J. Shadwell. His
grandfather came to the Territory in 1900, serving

as Customs Inspector. His father, Howard L. Shadwell,
grew up in Whitehorse and worked at the Canadian Bank
of Commerce and on the sternwheelers that plied the
Southern Lakes and Yukon River.  He took these photo-
graphs between 1912 and 1914.

Howard L. Shadwell’s photograph collection provides us
with a broad survey of human activity during the two year
period just prior to World War I. The 640 photographs
represent the only images in MacBride Museum holdings
that date from this period. They document transportation
modes including a propeller driven snowmobile, dog sleds,
sternwheelers, motor launches, autos, sailing vessels and
horse-drawn conveyances. They also provide visual records
of communities that no longer exist, such as Canyon City,
Bennett City and the Takhini Roadhouse. There are many
images of Miles Canyon, Whitehorse, Dawson City and
Carcross.

Colourful historical figures such as Buzzsaw Jimmy, Deyo
Puckett, Cam Smith and Howard Shadwell himself are
captured in candid situations. These images give us good
insight into the social and recreational activities of young
people in and around Whitehorse during the first decades of
the 20th century.

MacBride’s Archivist listed the collection after it was
donated in 1990. Following the collection appraisal and
preliminary research on the donor, the collection was as-
signed an accession number and the format and size of the
photographs were recorded. Image content was completed
for approximately 20% of the colllection.

In 1993, with funding assistance from the Canadian
Council of Archives, copies were made of each image, and
negatives and copy prints were produced.

the Heritage Branch in view of probable future
developments in archival and historical databases in
the Yukon.

4. Conduct site visits to the museums and historical
societies which were closed during Phase1.

Lesley Buchan
Jody Cox

The MacBride Museum’s
“RIVERS OF GOLD” exhibition

T his new permanent exhibition explores the history
and the industry of Yukon placer mining from the
early discoveries on the Stewart and the Forty

Mile Rivers to the Klondike and even to the present day
Livingstone gold fields. On  behalf of the MacBride Mu-
seum, Lee Olynyk of Lokey Gold Services has been collect-
ing gold samples for over two years and has established the
largest public collection of Yukon Gold in Canada and
possibly the world.  We have 211 specimens of nuggets,
flakes and powder from 74 creeks.

“Rivers of Gold” will be the centrepiece exhibition of the
museum  for years to come. Visitors will experience some of
the lust for the precious metal and be transported to the
excitement and hardships of the Gold Rush. Water, motion
and gravity prescribed the technology for extracting gold
from the simple gold pan to the monster valley eating
dredges.  The exhibition explores the inventiveness and
dogged determination of the placer miner.  With a working
sluice box, gold wheel and other interactive and audio visual
elements for enquiring visitor.  The exhibition is designed to
teach, inspire and amuse.

The Department of Economic Development, Canada-
Yukon Mineral Development Agreement funded the estab-
lishment of the gold collection and along with the Depart-
ment of Tourism, Heritage Branch funded the exhibition.

Tip Evans
Curator/Director
MacBride Museum
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Submissions, Comments

T      he  Newsletter is the official publication of
     the Yukon Council of Archives. The Publica-
     tions Committee welcomes articles, project

reports, and announcements for publication in upcoming
issues. Articles printed in the  Newsletter do not
necessarily reflect the views of the Yukon Council of
Archives.

The  Newsletter is published three times per year:
August , December , and April . Material for
publication must be received at least one month prior to
the date of issue; comments and questions are welcome at
any time. Write or fax to:

Yukon Council of Archives
Publications Committee
Box 6053
Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A 5L7
Fax: (403)-667-4253

and Community and Transportation Services for the last 2½
years providing records management advice and assistance.
Fay will pursue a career as a consultant in the private sector
focusing on records management, archival practice, and
historical research. Heather Jones has assumed Fay’s posi-
tion as Reference Assistant at the Yukon Archives after
acting in the position during Fay’s absence.

Susan Twist has joined the staff at the MacBride Museum
as a Heritage Programmer.

Appraisal

Do you want to know how to determine what’s important to
keep or what can be thrown out? If so, purchase a copy of
Selecting and Appraising Archives and Manuscripts by F.
Gerald Ham, published by the Society of American Archi-
vists in 1993. YCA has copies of this text available for
$40.00. Contact Lesley Buchan at fax (403) 393-6253 for
more details.

People & Places

Donna McBee started a new job in March asTraining and
Career Development Officer with Human Resources
Branch of Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development. She had worked at the DIAND Yukon
Region Library for the last 4½ years. Susan Macara has
assumed Donna’s position as Head of Library Services.
Donna is still an active volunteer on many associations,
some of which are: Klondyke Harvest Fair; Yukon Library
Information Network; United Way; and as a Director on
the YCA

Fay Tangerman resigned from her position as Reference
Assistant at the Yukon Archives on May 2. Fay had been
working on secondment to the Departments of Education

Dawson City Museum
Archives

T he Yukon’s first museum was established in
Dawson in 1901 with the local library. During the
early 1950’s local residents organized a museum in

the old firehall on Front Street. A fire in 1959 destroyed
both the structure and contents. After collecting more
material, the Dawson City Museum and Historical society
re-opened the doors of the Old Territorial Administration
building in 1962 , as the community museum. Housing an
archives, public research room, and the largest artifact
collection in the territory, the Dawson City Museum and
Archives continues to grow.

The assistance of the Yukon Council of Archives and the
Canada Council of Archives has been invaluable to our
museum and its archival collections. Looking back over the
past seven years, we have completed several archives
projects.

The Photo Finding Aid has allowed over 5000 photo-
graphs to be available to the public. We have 15 finding aids
accessing several collection held within the Dawson Mu-
seum Archives including manuscripts, textual records and
corporate collections, allowing researcher easier access to the
information held in the archives. The textual collection, the
ledger collection and the photograph collection are now
properly supported and closed in acid free material, thanks
to the financial support of the Canadian Council of Ar-
chives.

Barb Hogan
Dawson City Museum


